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THE MEMORY PRINCIPLE 
Text: Deuteronomy 6:4-12, 20-23 

 
Deuteronomy 6:12 says be careful not to forget the Lord.  How’s your memory?  
Memorial Day week end is all about remembering  -- the parades jog our memory 
reminding us that  America doesn’t stay free by accident. It stays free through a 
host of patriots –living and dead  -- who did things in the past that still matter 
today.  
 
How we remember the past defines us and shapes our choices today.  And we 
all have choices about what and how we remember.  The long term memories of 
 South Africa, Ireland, Rawanda, Yugoslavia, the Balkans, leak past hurt into 
present choices.  Hanging on to these grievances takes no effort at all.   IN fact 
the painful memory is passed on in tact – impacting  generation after generation.  
Memories shape us all.  Good memories and bad. 
  
Furthermore, we all have selective memory, and a propensity for spiritual 
amnesia.  In the onslaught of things to remember it’s easy to forget what really 
matters.  So God invites us into a perpetual story of liturgical "remembering."  
 The Bible is filled with reminders:  symbols, rituals, feasts, sacrifices, and 
celebrations.  Advent, Christmas, Lent, Holy Week, Easter, Pentecost and every 
Sunday between are all ways of remembering what matters most.  In the movie 
Fifty First Dates Drew Barrymore’s character awakes each morning with no recall 
of her short-term life.  She needs to see a video to keep her informed on who she 
is.    God’s video is the biblical drama -- God embeds us in his story and then 
tells us to run through it year after year, holiday after holiday:    He repeats 
himself “Remember when I. . . .”  (Chose you though you were least of all 
peoples, led you out of Egypt, fed you with manna in the wilderness, the cloud, 
the fire, the taking of the Promised Land)  One of Jesus last commands to his 
disciples was “Do this in memory of me.”   
  
Parents, God wants us to help our children remember the story they belong to.  
Because this story gives them an identity.  Children belong to God first, not us, 
and they are part of his story before they are part of ours.   God wants us all to 
know we can’t fall off the map where he’s concerned.   Others may forget your 
birthday, your name, your effort, and your accomplishments.  Others may ignore, 
neglect, and leave you out.  But God never forgets you. He never forgets.  
Never.   Before the stop watch of time began, among the gazillion things God 
thought up, God thought you up and promised    “I will remember you.”  Leviticus 
26:42   
  
Before he ever tells us to remember him, God promised to remember:   
• Noah and every living thing (Genesis 8. 1) 
• Recall the rainbow – every time God saw it he promised to remember his 

covenant thing (Genesis 9:15, 16) 
• God remembered Abraham thing (Genesis 19.29) 
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• God remembered Rachel thing (Genesis 30.22) 
• When it was time for Moses to deliver the people from slavery, God 

remembered His covenant (Exodus 6:6).  
• And as the New Testament begins we find Mary, remembering God's 

remembering ("He has come to the help of His servant, Israel, for He 
remembers His promise of mercy"). 

 
These people all messed up, but God didn’t wipe them out of his story. In mercy 
he remembered his promise to be with them.   
 
Today’s text puts us smack in the middle of a story about Israel waiting on a 600 
year old promise. God had promised to give Abraham’s offspring a land flowing 
with milk and honey. God told them this  land (Genesis 6:11) would have “houses 
filled with all kinds of good things YOU did not provide, wells you did not dig, 
vineyards and olive groves you did not plant.”  This promise was better than 
winning the lottery. And every day for centuries Abraham’s offspring had hoped 
that God would show up so they could cash in.  But instead they had been slaves 
for 400 years, and then wandered the back side of beyond for 40 more.  Waiting.  
And waiting.  It felt for all the world like God had forgotten them and that his 
timing was way off.  Israel had choices about how to interpret their experience 
with God.  They could focus on their disappointment in God and let that shape 
their lives or they could remember the goodness of a God who chose them for no 
good reason at all.   
 
Remembering is a spiritual practice that shapes lives.   
This is why in Deuteronomy  6 Moses instructs parents -- not just mothers, but 
fathers too – to teach their children how to remember.   
1. Deuteronomy 6. 4 Love God with all of (you) let the commandments I give 

you be upon your heart.   Moses starts here because what is on the heart of 
the parent is what gets remembered.  Do your kids know that God’s story is a 
love story?  It begins here.   Mom Dad -- love God back.  Love him radically. 
Your kids know what is upon your heart.  If your eyes light up about grades 
and big ten school -- there is not a chance that your kid won’t take it in 
through his pores.  If your kids mistakes make more of an impression on you 
than their efforts (and I didn’t say successes) they remember what you really 
cared about.  And they will tie their little identities up with what your heart 
wants.  You may take your children to Sunday school, and send them to 
camp, but they remember what they saw you love.   In all the things that are 
to remember in life 1.  Parents love God with all of you. 

2. Secondly, Deuteronomy 6.7 impress God’s word and story on your children. 
 Have you ever tired to impress something on a child?  How do you do it? 
 With show and tell.  Talk, repeat, pontificate, preach, discourse, direct, and 
otherwise hold forth that’s the tell part.  But without show your kids may 
eventually say as mine did  “mom this is sermon number 12 and we have 
already heard it.”   We impress our kids by walking the talk of God’s story.  
We read them the bible stories that shape their moral imagination.  But we 
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also show them how winning is not the best or most important thing in life.  
We show them on the soccer field.  And they remember.  We show them how 
waiting for God to act does not mean he is absent.  We show them HOW 
loving a guest is a sacred act, how “I am sorry I hurt you” can heal a 
relationship, how giving is better than receiving.       
 
I remember a story about a wealthy man who wanted to impress stewardship 
and giving on his children. Besides being exceedingly generous himself he 
invited his children into his own delight in giving.  When they gave their 
offering, he matched it.  When they wanted to give to a good cause he 
matched it.  Show and tell.  Our children remember what we practice much 
more than what we preach.  It takes practice to impress your kids with God’s 
way of life.   We tell our kids that practice makes perfect. But parents it is 
OUR practice that God is concerned about.  Impress your children by 
walking the talk – it will help them remember.   

3. Moses specifically opens this directive up to parents when he says 
(Deuteronomy  6.7) Talk about (your history with God)  when you are at 
home, when you put your kids to bed, when you get them up in the morning.  
Talk to your kids about God at might, in the morning – repeat what he has 
done.  We remember things that get repeated.  So teach kids your beliefs, 
but don’t forget to tell them what your journey with God has been like.  The 
biblical stories ring with authenticity—Abraham argued with God, Sarah 
laughed at God’s promise, Jacob wrestled with God, Moses didn’t want to do 
what God wanted him to do,   David danced before the Lord, James and 
John had a mother who wanted her sons to be better than everyone else.   
   Stories about life with God aren’t untroubled stories.  The bible has stories 
about dysfunctional families, and favored and unfavored children.  Tell them 
what it was really like for you to grow up.  What happened to you when you 
stole the snickers bar.  When have you argued with God, laughed at his 
promise, wrestled with him all night long, and wanted your kids to be better 
than everyone else’s.  The Bible is meant to help us interpret our lives and 
our story.   Good parts and painful parts they all belong in God’s tapestry. 
The biblical characters they help us re-member all the individual events of 
our lives so we can find God in them.   Are you  simply trying to matter?  You 
matter to God.  He’s in your story. He can’t forget you.  Find yourself in his 
story.  Help your children find themselves in the story.   

4. Moses wanted God’s story and word to permeate every home.  Tie them as 
symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads.  Write them on the 
doorframes of your houses and on your gates.   Orthodox Jews take this 
metaphor literally tying boxes over their heart and foreheads containing daily 
prayers.  It’s not really that odd, I have friends who embroider or paint bible 
verses on samplers or walls.  Others use Advent Wreaths, wear crosses, and 
take out the crèche at Christmas.  Many of us hold hands when we pray 
together.   Symbols help us remember.  They act like a form of repetition and 
reinforcement pointing to the present significance of past events.  Symbols 
simply become decorations when they don’t  pull us into remembering.    
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5. (Deuteronomy 6. 12 20-23)  Be careful that you do not forget the LORD, who 
brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of slavery.  In the future when your 
sons asks you What is the meaning of the . . .  laws the Lord God has 
commanded tell him:  We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt and God 
powerfully intervened and got us out of that country.  We stood there and 
watched as God delivered miracle-signs, great wonders and evil-visitations 
on Egypt. . . . he pulled us out of there so he could bring us here and give us 
the land he so solemnly promised our ancestors.   

 
God wants people to remember his goodness.  He wants Israel to remember how 
he fed them hundreds of thousands of them without a garden, or a cultivated field 
for 40 years.  All around them was desert and they had food.    Of course Israel 
had a choice about how to remember this experience.    In Numbers 11.4 Israel 
chose to remember manna like this.  The rabble . . . began to crave other food, 
and again the Israelites started wailing and said, If only we had meat to eat!  We 
remember the fish we ate in Egypt at no cost – also the cucumbers, melons, 
leeks, onions and garlic.  But now we have lost our appetite; we never see 
anything but this manna.    
 
We remember things the way we choose to.  Israel forgot how miserable they 
had been in Egypt when the promised land didn’t turn up just around the corner 
and the menu got old. 
 
How are you remembering your story to your children.  Do they know your 
exodus story and how you wandered in the wilderness?  Ten years ago we 
moved to Chicago in gray sub-zero January.  We left the sea, our friends, our 
unsold house, our church, and our 16 year old son behind.  It felt to me like the 
wildernesses.  But I had choices about how I received and remembered those 
bleak winter days.  I could cling to my  losses or I could re-member them into 
God’s story.  I went straight to the story of Jesus in wilderness and camped out 
there with him for some time.  I sat with Jesus as he and I were both tempted to 
doubt God’s provision and goodness.  I sat with Jesus and found myself in the 
story – in a story I could share with my kids.  It’s a story in which God also says,  
“you are my beloved son (child) and with you I am well pleased.”  How are you 
remembering your story.   
 
One day in Israel’s experience everything God promised came true.  And God 
didn’t want them to forget how it happened.  When you eat and are satisfied – be 
careful not to forget the Lord.  6.11 When we are satisfied it is easy to think that 
we have earned everything we have through our hard work and hard choices.  In 
the stress of making everything happen in our lives we forget God.  God wants 
us – just like he wanted Israel to remember that God was behind every good 
thing and with them in every bad thing.  Without God our stories deteriorate into a 
long memory for grievances and a short memory for what really matters in life.   
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Your kids’ memory doesn’t work like Google.  You can Google the Exodus story 
and your computer will deliver information on Moses, Pharaoh and Egypt.  It will 
never access the time God helped you out of bondage to a compulsion, a 
grievance or despair.  But human memory will do both.   You can read a child the 
story of how Israel was delivered from Egypt and you can tell your story of 
deliverance.  And when they hear the word “exodus” they will remember both.  
Show and tell.   
 
Relationships depend on memories.  Remind your children that they belong to 
God and his story. Stack up the memories.  Repeat to them the goodness of God 
in the real events of life.  Let God’s story be the touchstone for their own 
experiences in life.    
  
When my friend Jackie’s husband was dying of Alzheimer’s she would visit him 
every day.  It was excruciating to watch his memories dry up, to stand by as he 
lost his story.  One day towards the end, Jackie asked her husband,  “Do you 
know who I am.”  He reached out to her and said,  “I don’t know your name, but I 
know you belong to me.”   The memory was gone and the relationship held. 
  
God’s memory holds.  Ours may fade and even cease to be.  But God never 
forgets us.  Give your children the gift of parents who in the stress of life 
remember the God who never forgets to love.   
  
 I am forgetful and I often use Google and Waikepedia.  But Google doesn’t 
operate like human memory.  The world wide web gives me to access a vast 
array of independent digital bits of information that are “randomly accessible” in 
“discreet packets.”  That means my computer can bring up information about the 
Exodus without ever accessing my own experience of being in bondage to 
compulsions, fear or bitterness.  Human  memory works nothing like this.  No bit 
of information is meant to be held alone unattached from every other bit. 
  
 When God tells us to remember he is not asking for us to remember a time line.  
Rather he tells us to pay attention to the story we find ourselves in.  Be careful 
that you do not forget the Lord, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of 
slavery. . . In fact, impress  what God has done on your children, and talk about 
 what God has said  when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, 
when you lie down and when you get up.   
 
Reinforcement can also occur through emotional arousal; most people remember 
where they were when they heard that John F. Kennedy was shot because of the 
highly emotional content of that event. Arousal is also a product of attention, so 
memories can be reinforced independent of context of the by paying careful 
attention and consciously attempting to remember. 
  
We are part of the web of love God has thrown out across the universe.  I am 
caught in something that is much deeper than myself, my drives and my 
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impulses.  The life of love is being born in me.   It is evidence of the love that 
birthed the world.  It is the fingerprint of God in the DNA of my life.  I came forth 
from the dynamic embrace of delight and love that existed before time began.  
And I am made to live in love, and am destined for love –Be thankful.  Trust that 
God’s goodness that brought you to this day will get you to the next.  
Thankfulness begets trust.  Do your children see you trusting a God who is 
sufficient, or worrying about what you don’t have.   
  
A friend of mine was in an accident and lost  about ten years of memory.  To 
reclaim her identity Vera’s husband set about helping Vera remember.  He quite 
literally repeated events, conversations, details of the birth of their children, 
holidays they had taken together.  Day by day he worked against amnesia.  
Event by event, memory by memory,  he re-member Vera’s story.  He gave her 
the web  of associations, relationships and outcomes that comprise human 
memory.   
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Emotionally arousing events are more likely to be recalled later than more neutral 
events, 
Memory recall tends to be congruent with one's current mood, with depressed 
people more likely to recall negative events from the past. 
  
Choice-supportive bias - states that chosen options are remembered as better 
than rejected options 
Generation effect - states that self-generated information is remembered best. 

• Mere exposure effect - states that familiarity increases liking.  
• Misinformation effect - states that misinformation affects people's reports 

of their own memory.  
Picture superiority effect - states that concepts are much more likely to be 
remembered experimentally if they are presented as pictures rather than as 
words. 
Spacing effect - states that while you are more likely to remember material if 
exposed to it many times, you will be much more likely to remember it if the 
exposures are repeated over a longer span of time 
  
Exercise your mind Just as physical activity keeps your body strong, mental 
activity keeps your mind sharp and agile. One way to do this is to continually 
challenge yourself by learning new skills. If you continue to learn and challenge 
yourself, your brain continues to grow, literally. An active brain produces new 
connections between nerve cells that allow cells to communicate with one 
another. 
 
Excise, eat well, and drink little 

• Acquisition  
• Consolidation  
• Retrieval 

 
Acquisition. Before you can remember something, you first must acquire, learn, 
the information.  This acquired information is then put into temporary nerve-cell 
pathways in the brain. These pathways are where you store short-term memory. 
 
Consolidation. In order for something to be placed in long-term memory, the 
nerve pathways have to be strengthened and reinforced. This process, called 
consolidation, can take weeks or even months. 
 
Retrieval. When people retrieve information, they are literally "recalling" it from 
the nerve pathways. The brain reactivates a particular pathway, and information 
is remembered. This process can be fast or slow, depending on how familiar you 
are with the information and how well you learned it in the first place 
  
Through the Looking-Glass by Lewis Carroll,  Alice said,  "It's a poor sort of 
memory that only works backwards.”   
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What is it we remember.     you ever been remembered when you thought you 
had been forgotten.   

• Perhaps it’s your birthday and you expect a card or two and happy birthday 
cake from your family and they pull the fast one on you and a fan club you 
didn’t know you had turns up to celebrate and roast all the wonderful things 
they remember about you.   

• Every mother’s day I wonder if my kids will remember me.  It’s a funny 
thing – I don’t think either one has ever forgotten, but I still wonder.  I 
wonder because my son is far away in Africa.  And I wonder – do they 
even have Mother’s Day in Africa?  But on Mother’s Day somehow or other 
word gets through – word that I am not forgotten and even though my kids 
are grown and far away they remember.   

• I received photos from a friend in Maine this spring – someone I had lost 
touch with, someone I thought had forgotten me – but she had not – she 
took the trouble to track us down and reached out from the past into the 
present with photos that brought up a river of connections.   

  (Count your rosary.  Make home altars, Venerate the icon.)   
 
"Great is this power of memory, exceedingly great, O my God -- a large and 
boundless inner hall! Who has plumbed the depths of it? Yet it is a power of my 
mind, and it belongs to my nature." Confessions (St. Augustine) Book 10, 
Chapter 8 
  
 


